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WET N’ WILD
SONGKRAN
WHERE TO DINE IN
SATHORN & SILOM
KOH SAMUI’S
HIDDEN HOLISTIC GEMS
MINDFUL MEALS

AWAY FOR THE WEEKEND

STAND OUT SWAG

LIGHTER THAN AIR

This luxury weekender made by
American heritage leather brand
Korchmar exudes classic elegance.
Neither too much nor too little, this bag
makes a tasteful statement in addition
to holding everything you need for a
quick getaway. Great for leisure or
business travel, the Lux Twain Leather
Weekender comes with a detachable
leather strap and is the perfect size for
carry-on. Featuring full grain American
leather, solid brass hardware and an
interior lining of signature yarn-dyed
twill, the 22-inch weekender bag also
has interior zippered pockets and
can be adjusted to create more space
by unhooking the exterior clamp.
korchmar.com

Apple's lightweight laptop finally gets a refresh to include the top-ofthe-line tech you've been waiting for. Released
late last year, Apple lovers can now appreciate
premium features like Retina Display,
Thunderbolt 3 ports and Touch ID in the new
13.3-inch MacBook Air. Available in three luxe
VINTAGE LOOK, MODERN EYE
finishes, Space Grey, Gold and Silver, you also
A vintage-style instant camera updated
have your choice of 128 or 256 GB of storage.
for the modern age, the Instax Mini
Thinner, smaller and lighter than the previous
90 NEO Classic Camera by Fujifilm is
model, this laptop computer manages to
an extremely of-the-moment item.
pack both a gorgeous display and impressive
Capture treasured memories and
computing power into a diminutive and chic
embrace the unedited experience by
design. apple.com
taking this instant camera on your next
digital detox holiday. Advanced features
like bulb exposure, double exposures,
FAST CHARGE, FUN DECOR
macro mode and high performance
Charge your phone and smart devices at
flash push you towards creativity while
speeds that keep up with your modern jetthe analogue design makes the camera
setting lifestyle. The iON Wireless Plus Fast
very easy to use. The camera comes
Charging Pad by iOttie is compatible with
with a shoulder-strap and batteries...
iPhone and Android devices. Wrapped in
but don't forget to stock up on film!
colourful fabric, choose from classic cream,
fujifilm.com
textured grey, or bold red to match your style
and interior decor. This sleek and powerful
device features Qi wireless fast charging
technology that safely delivers a quicker
charge than a standard wireless charger but also comes with a USB
port and cable for powering additional devices. iottie.com

MAKE A DATE WITH 2019
Stay on top of 2019 with this elegant
diary from premium English stationery
brand Smythson. The 2019 Panama
Diary refreshes the original 1908
design in a pocket-friendly size with
durable lambskin cover. Silk lining
and gilt-edged pale blue paper add
an elegant polish. Choose from eight
colours, including classic black or
burgundy, or opt for modern colour
additions like candy pink, cherry, gold
and cobalt. Personalise this diary
with a monogram to make it a perfect
gift someone won’t ever leave home
without. smythson.com
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